USING TECH IN TEACHING

Which way would you prefer to start our class?

- Give a handout with vocabulary words and you fill in the definitions yourself (22%)
- I give you a handout with vocabulary words and you fill in the definitions yourself and fill them in (33%)
- We do the vocabulary sort activity we did a couple weeks ago. You pick like words you know and don't know, define the latter on the back of the cards, then play some games (65%)
- I give you a "hot button" topic to discuss in pairs. Then, as you share with the class, create your response using key vocabulary words (8%)

Why did you select the option you selected?

- "It seemed like the most effective way to learn vocabulary."
- "I like stories."
- "Dealing with vocabulary sounds fun."
- "I don't want to be bored."
- "It helps socializing with my peers."
- "I didn't see any other options."
- "First time options not as interesting."
- "I don't have much control over what's in control."
- "I don't see any other options."
- "I didn't see any other options."

Start the presentation to activate Live content
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE TO STUDENTS

HOW TO SET IT UP

- https://www.remind.com

YOU CAN BOOK ME
**BENEFITS OF YOU CAN BOOK ME**

- Ensures students have time they need to meet with me
- Eliminates “can you meet” emails
- Puts appointments right on my calendar
- Sends notice to students that they have an appointment
- Automatically adjusts my availability based on my calendar
- Easy to add to email signature, blackboard, etc...

**WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE TO STUDENTS**

https://tsniad.youcanbook.me/

**HOW TO SET IT UP**

https://youcanbook.me/